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Abstract—A handset antenna modeling and design technique
using space mapping (SM) is presented. Thin-wire models are
exploited as coarse models in the SM algorithms, while the
fine models are high-accuracy electromagnetic simulations. The
thin-wire models capture the basic physics of handset antennas but
are not as accurate as the fine model. On the other hand, they are
computationally cheap when analyzed by the method of moments
solvers. Detailed guidelines for building thin-wire models are
provided. Two SM algorithms are employed: 1) implicit, input and
output space mapping and 2) implicit and output space mapping.
An internal dual-band patch antenna and an arm-folded planar
inverted F antenna are designed through our approach. For
comparison, direct optimizations have been performed in each
example.

Index Terms—Antenna design, electromagnetic (EM) optimiza-
tion, handset antenna, method of moments (MoM), space mapping
(SM).

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTROMAGNETIC (EM) full-wave simulators have
been widely employed in antenna design, performance

estimation, and parametric analysis. The method of moments
(MoM) [1] is one of the popular numerical methods and has
been adopted by many commercial simulation software pack-
ages, such as FEKO [2], Sonnet’s em [3], and IE3D [4]. The
MoM simulations are reliable but at the cost of extensive CPU
time, especially in complex design problems [5]–[7]. Handset
antenna design using full-wave EM simulators is particularly
challenging because of the high-performance requirements
and limited space. Handset antennas are complicated struc-
tures often involving substrates. Sometimes, the chassis of the
handset and other components (e.g., the battery and the voice
speaker) are also included in the simulation. This can result in
extremely lengthy EM simulations that prove to be prohibitive
for the purpose of optimization.
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Space mapping (SM) technology was first proposed for
the design optimization of high-frequency structures [8]. It
features a significant reduction of the computational cost.
So far, SM algorithms have been successfully applied to the
EM-based design of microwave devices, for example, filters,
impedance-matching networks, multiplexers, antennas, etc.
[7]–[15]. A principal task of SM is to establish a mapping
between a fine model of the considered device and a suitable
coarse/surrogate model. Usually, the fine model is accurate
but CPU intensive. The coarse model is much faster but less
accurate. The surrogate model is the mapped coarse model
that matches the fine model better. Two desired aspects of
a coarse model are: 1) low computational cost and 2) align-
ment capability with respect to the fine model. In the cases
of SM-based optimization of microwave circuits (e.g., filters,
impedance transformers, etc.), equivalent circuits, empirical
and semi-analytical models, and their combinations have been
shown as suitable coarse models [8]–[12].
In antenna design, a circuit-based coarse model is difficult

to find due to the complexity of the structures. SM has been
applied in antenna optimization using coarse-mesh EM coarse
models [7]. There, the coarse and fine models use coarse- and
fine-mesh simulations of the same structure, respectively. The
same idea is then demonstrated in [13] for antenna-array opti-
mization. In [14], this method has been further developed, where
a kriging interpolation is performed based on the coarse-mesh
simulations to generate a smooth coarse model. Another appli-
cation of SM-based antenna optimization [15] uses library an-
tenna models in existing databases, such as those in Antenna
Magus [16]. There, the database coarse model is constructed
based on a library antenna, which is, to some extent, geometri-
cally similar to the fine-model structure.
Recently, wire models mimicking the geometry of complex

handset antennas have been proposed by Geyi et al. [17]. The
wire model is built by placing thin wires along the backbone
or the outer edge of a handset antenna and the contour of the
ground plane. Due to the edge effect, most of the current on
the handset antenna is confined to its edges. The resulting wire
model tends to retain a current distribution similar to that of the
real solid antenna. Meanwhile, such wire models can be solved
very quickly by the MoM.
The main problem with the wire models in [17] is that they

may be prone to spurious resonances. Also, wire modeling has
not been considered in the framework of optimization but only
for preliminary estimation.
Here, we propose an approach to thin-wire modeling for

handset antenna optimization using SM techniques. Guidelines
for the thin-wire modeling are given taking into account the
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antenna structure, its electrical size, as well as ground-plane
effects (GPE). Compared with [17], our thin-wire model strate-
gically adds extra thin wires to suppress spurious resonances
while keeping the computational cost low. We integrate the
proposed thin-wire modeling method with SM techniques to
perform practical handset antenna design. Two examples [i.e.,
an internal dual-band patch antenna and an arm-folded planar
inverted F antenna (PIFA)] are validated by our method using
two SM algorithms: 1) implicit, input, and output SM (IIOSM),
and 2) implicit and output SM (IOSM) [8], [9], [18]–[21].

II. SPACE MAPPING

A. SM Basics

Generally, the design optimization problem is to solve

(1)

where is the vector of design parameters, is the optimal
solution to be determined, and is the vector of
responses of interest, for example, at sample fre-

quency points. The subscript indicates the fine model and
is a suitable objective function, for example, the minimax ob-
jective function with upper and lower specifications.
SM aims at establishing a mapping between the fine model

and a coarse/surrogate model by matching their responses [8].
The time-expensive optimization solving (1) directly is avoided
and replaced by the iterative optimization and update of the fast
coarse/surrogate model. Therefore, a good estimate of
can be declared through the mapping [8]–[10].
In the surrogate-based SM [18]–[21], the coarse model is

properly calibrated to become a so-called surrogate model after
it is matched to the fine model. This requires the use of, for ex-
ample, implicit [18], output [20], and/or input (original) SM [9].
Fig. 1 illustrates the various SM approaches. At the th iteration,
the general surrogate model can be defined as

(2)

where, as shown in (3) at the bottom of the page, is a positive
integer ( 2 in our examples); is the vector of
preassigned parameters (they are not elements of );

is a response difference vector; and and
define linear mapping as suggested by Bandler et al. [8].

The implicit, output, and input SM build or enhance the map-
ping at different levels. The implicit SM aligns the surrogate
and fine models by tuning the preassigned parameters (see the
yellow block in Fig. 1). The preassigned parameters can be, for
example, the relative permittivity, the substrate thickness, etc.
[18]. The initial values are usually assigned to be the same
as those in the fine model.

Fig. 1. Illustration of input, implicit, and output space mapping [7], [9].

The output SM (see Fig. 1) works directly at the response
level using the vector . In our approach, see (3),
remains a zero vector during the iterations . When ,
the evaluation of requires response information of the
coarse and fine models in the last iteration. The implementation
of output SM is avoided at the iterations because it would
not help when there is significant misalignment between the fine
model and surrogate model.
The input SM operates directly on the design parameters by

tuning and/or [see (2)]. The matrix is initialized as the
identity matrix and the vector is initialized as a zero vector.
In general, the matrix , and the vectors and can be up-

dated together at the th iteration by solving

(4)

where is the matching condition at the th iteration that is
calculated by

(5)

Here, is a suitable norm. A sequence of points
is subsequently generated by solving

(6)

Equations (4) and (5) indicate the parameter extraction which
is itself an optimization procedure using, for instance, a gra-
dient-based optimizer; see, for example, [9]. The procedure can
be executed efficiently because the evaluation of the surrogate
model is usually fast. In some cases, for example, in [7],
the matrix is fixed as the identity matrix and/or is fixed as
. When the implicit SM is not applied, the vector is fixed at
its initial values.
The termination criteria of SM are: a) convergence is

achieved (e.g., the change in objective function value is small);
b) the design specification is satisfied; and c) the maximum
iteration number is reached [7]–[10], [14].

(3)
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B. Our SM Algorithm

In this paper, a surrogate model based on a combination of
implicit, output, and/or input SM is employed. Our SM opti-
mization algorithm performs the following steps:
Step 1) Create a suitable thin-wire model and choose the pre-

assigned parameter vector . Set 0 and initialize
, , and to obtain

the initial surrogate model based on (2) and (3).
Step 2) Solve (6) to obtain .

Step 3) Evaluate the fine model to obtain .
Step 4) Stop if the termination criterion (a), (b), and/or (c) is

satisfied.
Step 5) Update through parameter ex-

traction using (4) and (5).
Step 6) Update the surrogate model to using (2)

and (3).
Step 7) Set 1, and go to Step 2).
Note that the fine model is only evaluated once in each SM

iteration [see Step 3)] while there may be multiple calls to the
coarse model during the parameter extraction process [see Step
5)]. The computational cost of Step 5) is kept at an acceptable
level due to the low cost of the surrogate model. The number
of iterations of the space mapping algorithm is usually quite
small. In contrast, in conventional direct optimization, multiple
fine model evaluations may be required in each iteration, and
the total number of iterations is much higher.

III. THIN-WIRE MODELING METHODOLOGY

The basic idea of thin-wire modeling is to use as few thin
wires as possible to represent the solid metallic parts of the an-
tenna structure. The substrate material of the antenna structure
can be completely removed in the thin-wire model. Alterna-
tively, the thin-wire model can be immersed in an infinite ho-
mogeneous material. The property parameters of the infinite ho-
mogeneous material, for example, are the permittivity and the
loss tangent, can be considered as preassigned parameters for
the implicit SM formulation. We will now list the guidelines for
the model construction.

A. Antenna Thin-Wire Modeling

In this subsection, we consider the main antenna structure
excluding the ground plane. There are three rules when rep-
resenting the handset antenna geometry. (A1) Place the wires
along the shape edges, for example, the contours or the outer
edges of the strips and/or the patches. Often, a single wire can
replace a strip segment of the antenna. (A2) At places where
current is injected or current density lines converge or diverge,
additional wires should be placed along the current density lines.
Such places are the connections to the feed line or to the shorting
pin/strip or to the neighboring wires. (A3) Inspecting the mesh
of the handset antenna created by the fine EM simulator allows
us to identify places where additional wires may be needed.
Such places are usually the areas with very fine MoM mesh.
Rules (A1) and (A2) address the basic thin-wire model, while

rule (A3) is used to improve the model and to eliminate spurious
resonances.

B. Ground Plane Thin-Wire Modeling

The ground plane of a handset antenna often has a size of
about 60 100 mm. The ground-plane size and shape signif-
icantly impact the antenna’s performance if the size is below
a wavelength [22]. For example, a square ground plane with an
edge length smaller than , where is the wavelength, would
strongly affect the antenna resonant frequency [22].
In the higher frequency ranges in the wireless communication

bands: GSM1800/1900, PCS1900,WLAN 2.4, etc., the ground-
plane size is comparable to the wavelength. In this case, the GPE
is usually weak and can be neglected. Hence, the finite ground
plane can be simply replaced by an infinite ground plane in the
thin-wire model. In the MoM, the addition of an infinite ground
plane does not have an impact on the computational time due to
the use of a suitable Green’s function.
On the other hand, the GPE is usually strong in the lower

frequency ranges such as GSM800/900, PCS900, etc. In this
case, the following rules are helpful. (G1) Place wires in a loop
along the contour of the ground plane. (G2) At places where
current is injected or current density lines converge or diverge
(e.g., the feeding/shorting point), wires need to be placed and
connected with the contour loop. (G3) To suppress the spurious
resonances, extra wires are added to increase the grid density
of the thin-wire ground structure. As a rule of thumb, it is sug-
gested that the grid size not be bigger than .
Rules (G1) and (G2) provide a basic thin-wire ground struc-

ture whose wire segments are likely comparable to the wave-
length . This is likely to lead to spurious resonances and, con-
sequently, rule (G3) needs to be applied.
In addition, if it is not subject to optimization, the ground

plane thin-wire structure should be fixed (i.e., no geometrical
changes are made during the entire optimization process).

C. Wire Mesh Setting and Computational Cost Reduction

The MoM solver discretizes the computer-aided design
(CAD) model into a set of computational cells [1]. The
thin-wire model employs the general rules of MoM wire seg-
mentation. On the other hand, a coarse mesh could be adequate
for the ground plane of the thin-wire model. Note that it is rec-
ommended that the mesh settings (e.g., the maximum segment
size in [2]) be fixed throughout the optimization. The radius
of the line segment of the thin-wire model is set to a uniform
value far smaller than (e.g., ).
Due to the significantly reduced number of unknowns, the

wire model achieves drastic reduction of the computational cost.

IV. EXAMPLES

Two validation examples are presented in this section
where the MoM-based simulator [2] is used. The SM algo-
rithms—IIOSM and IOSM—are implemented in MATLAB [23].
In each example, the fine model is the finely meshed simulation
model of a handset antenna. The coarse model is the thin-wire
model created by our approach. Direct optimization (DO)
procedures using the FEKO optimizer Simplex Nelder-Mead
method and the MATLAB optimizer Sequential Quadratic Pro-
gramming are, respectively, performed in both examples for
comparison. The starting point of the DO is the same as that
of the SM approach. The optimization convergence accuracy
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the internal dual-band patch antenna with dimensions in
millimeters. (a) 3-D view, and (b) side and top views.

of the FEKO optimizer is set by default [24]. In MATLAB, the
fminimax function is adopted [25].

A. Internal Dual-Band Patch Antenna

We consider an internal dual-band patch antenna for hand-
sets covering the bands E-GSM900 (0.88 GHz–0.96 GHz),
GSM1800 (1.71 GHz–1.88 GHz), DECT (1.88 GHz–1.90
GHz), PCS1900 (1.85 GHz–1.99 GHz), and universal mobile
telephone services (UMTS) (1.90 GHz–2.17 GHz) [26]. The
antenna structure is shown in Fig. 2. The shorted meander-line
patch with the capacitive load at the end is the main element of
the antenna contributing to the dual-band resonances. A shorted
parasitic patch is added on the side to widen the bandwidth in the
lower frequency band (i.e., E-GSM900 [27]). Eight variables
are tuned in the design (i.e., ).
As shown in Fig. 2, these are the locations and the lengths of
the slots on the main element, the length of the capacitive plate,
and the length of the parasitic patch. The radius of the feeding
pin is 0.5 mm, the width of the shorting strip is 2 mm, and the
antenna height is 7 mm. All of the other dimensions are
given in Fig. 2(b).
The design specifications are

for

for

Here, the problem is cast into a minimax optimization problem,
namely

(7)

Fig. 3. Geometry of the thin-wire coarse model of the internal dual-band patch
antenna. (a) 3-D view, and (b) side view, antenna top view and ground plane top
view.

and

(8)

where is the linear magnitude of the -parameter re-
sponse at the th frequency sample point and is the ob-
jective function. There are 5 and 13 sample frequency points
in the upper and lower frequency bands, respectively. The total
number of sample frequencies is 18, and the specification
is 0.5.
The corresponding thin-wire coarse model is shown in

Fig. 3. The thin-wire modeling for the antenna part follows
rules (A1)–(A3) in Section III-A; see the antenna top view in
Fig. 3(b). The orange lines in Fig. 3(a) represent the shorting
strips of the fine model shown in Fig. 2. Since the width of each
shorting strip is fixed at 2 mm, a single wire is used to replace
it. The blue lines in Fig. 3 are the additional wires. The gaps
between the tip of the feeding pin and the neighboring wires
are bridged by the three blue wires as shown in the antenna top
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Fig. 4. Geometries of three thin-wire test models of the internal dual-band
patch antenna. (a) Test model I, (b) test model II, and (c) test model III.

view of Fig. 3(b). The blue wire is added to represent the
edge connecting the capacitive load. The blue wires and
are added between the closely spaced parallel edges of the solid
metallic strip.
Given the significant GPE in the lower frequency band, the

modeling of the finite ground plane follows rules (G1)–(G3)
in Section III-B. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the resulting thin-wire
ground plane is mesh like. Beside the wires along the contour of
the original ground plane, extra wires are added (i.e., the green
lines shown in Fig. 3). The green wires and are added at
the connection with the feeding pin, while the green wire
is added right underneath the wires representing the capacitive
load. The other green wires are added to increase the grid density
as suggested in Section III-B. They are placed at equal distances
of 15.2 mm and 13.27 mm as shown in Fig. 3(b).
To demonstrate the effect of the additional wires, the

three thin-wire test models are created by removing cer-
tain wires from the coarse model in Fig. 3. As shown in
Fig. 4, the thin-wire test models have the following wires
removed: (I) the blue wires , and ; (II) the green
wire and other unmarked green wires; and (III) all wires
described in (I) and (II). Fig. 5 shows the -parameter re-
sponses of the fine model, the thin-wire coarse model, as
well as the thin-wire test models I, II, and III, at the point

mm. is obtained by directly optimizing the thin-wire coarse

Fig. 5. responses of the thin-wire coarse model and the thin-wire test
models at the initial points and for the internal dual-band patch an-
tenna. is obtained by directly optimizing the coarse thin-wire model at the
initial step.

model in Fig. 3. The antenna height of all the thin-wire test
models ( 7 mm) and the relative permittivity of free space

are the same as in the fine model.
It can be seen in Fig. 5 that in the frequency range from 0.7 to

2.3 GHz, the fine model has three main resonances around 0.92
GHz, 1.75 GHz, and 2.16 GHz. The thin-wire coarse model also
has threemain resonances which are around 0.85 GHz, 1.6 GHz,
and 1.92 GHz. The thin-wire test model I has similar behavior
as the thin-wire coarse model but it is misaligned significantly
with the fine model over the frequencies from 1.6 to 1.9 GHz.
The thin-wire test model II has two obvious spurious resonances
around 1.15 and 1.35 GHz. The response of the thin-wire test
model III appears like the averaged responses of the thin-wire
models I and II but has one more spurious resonance at around
1.65 GHz. This demonstrates that the additional blue wires
, and mainly affect the higher frequency responses, while

the green wire and the other unmarked green wires affect
the lower frequency responses. The additional wires are able
to eliminate the spurious resonances and improve the alignment
between the thin-wire coarse model and the fine model.
It also can be observed that the response of the thin-wire

coarse model is shifted in frequency compared to the finemodel.
The shift is more significant at higher frequencies (above 1.4
GHz) compared with the shift at lower frequencies (below 1
GHz). The frequency shift can be overcome by calibrating the
preassigned parameters of the thin-wire coarse model using im-
plicit SM. To compensate for the different amounts of shift in
the two working bands, a separate preassigned parameter vector
is considered for each band. Here, the preassigned parameters of
the thin-wire coarse model are set to the relative permittivity
and the antenna height . The preassigned parameter vector at
the th iteration of SM is denoted as , where

corresponds to the lower and upper frequency bands,
respectively. In the beginning, is
the same as that in the fine model.
Table I gives the mesh setting and time cost of a single-re-

sponse simulation of the fine model and its thin-wire coarse
model. Note that the thin-wire coarse model adopts fine and
coarse meshing for the antenna and the ground plane, respec-
tively. The wires of the ground plane are coarsely meshed with
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF THE COARSE AND FINE
MODELS IN THE INTERNAL DUAL-BAND PATCH ANTENNA EXAMPLE

the segment size of , where is the free space wavelength
at 2.3 GHz. The wires of the antenna part use a segment size of

.
Fig. 6 shows the current distributions of the finemodel and the

corresponding thin-wire coarse model at the central frequency
of each band. The two distributions are similar.
Next, the results from the design optimization are presented.

Fig. 7 shows the objective function value of the SM optimiza-
tion process versus the iteration number. The IIOSM algorithm
achieved its best solution at the 4th iteration, while the IOSM
algorithm achieved its best solution at the 6th iteration. Table II
summarizes the computational cost of each SM approach to ob-
tain its best solution. Fig. 8 shows the initial and best-solution
responses of the fine and the surrogate models. Initially, the fine
and surrogate models exhibit poor responses. However, their re-
sponses at the best solution found by each SM algorithm satisfy
the design specifications and are aligned very well.
The DO results are also summarized in Table II. Compared

with the DO methods, our SM approaches solve this antenna
design problem significantly better in CPU time and solution
reached.

B. Arm-Folded PIFA

This antenna is printed on the surface of the box-shaped com-
ponent shown in Fig. 9. The walls of the component are made
of FR4 substrate that has a relative dielectric constant of 4.4, a
dielectric loss tangent of 0.002, and a thickness of 0.8 mm. Air
is assumed inside the component. The height of the component
is 5 mm. Only the ground plane (the light gray area on the
bottom side of the component) and the antenna (the dark gray
area) are metallic. The arm-folded PIFA is formed by the metal
strips with a uniform width of 1 mm. The antenna is located at
one corner of the box-shaped component with an equally folded
arm to reduce its size. This antenna is designed for the WLAN
2.4 GHz band (2.412 GHz–2.484 GHz). The design specifica-
tion is

for

The design problem is to solve the minimax optimization
problem stated in (7) and (8) with six frequency sample points

Fig. 6. Current distributions of the fine model and the thin-wire coarse model
at the central frequency of each band: (a) 0.92 GHz and (b) 1.94 GHz at the
initial points and for the internal dual-band patch antenna.

Fig. 7. Objective function value versus the iteration number using IIOSM or
IOSM for the internal dual-band patch antenna.

in the band from 2.4 to 2.5 GHz, and the specification is
0.3162.
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Fig. 8. Internal dual-band patch antenna optimization results. (a) Initial fine and
surrogate responses at the initial points and . Fine and surrogate
best-solution responses obtained at: (b) the 4th iteration of IIOSM and (c)
the 6th iteration of IOSM.

The thin-wire coarse model is shown in Fig. 10. It consists
of a single wire representing each strip and an infinite ground
plane in the air. Since the antenna structure is simple and the
GPE is not strong over the frequency band of interests, the
thin-wire modeling of the antenna part adopts rule (A1) in
Section III-A and the infinite ground-plane approximation (see
Section III-B). As shown in Fig. 9, the design parameters are

. The preassigned parameters are

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
AND DIRECT OPTIMIZATION (DO) IN THE INTERNAL DUAL-BAND PATCH

ANTENNA EXAMPLE

Fig. 9. Geometry of the arm-folded PIFA with dimensions in millimeters.

Fig. 10. Geometry of the thin-wired coarse model of the arm-folded PIFA.

(i.e., the free-space relative permittivity and the antenna
height). Initially, is the same as that of the
fine model.
Table III gives the mesh setting and the simulation time of the

fine and coarse models, respectively, for one frequency sweep.
In the fine simulation model, most of the computational cells
are generated for the box-shaped component. In contrast, the
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Fig. 11. Current distributions of the fine model and the thin-wire coarse model
at the central frequency of 2.45 GHz at the initial points and for the
arm-folded PIFA. is obtained by directly optimizing the coarse thin-wire
model at the initial step.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF THE COARSE AND FINE MODELS

IN THE ARM-FOLDED PIFA EXAMPLE

thin-wire coarse model is computationally much cheaper be-
cause it only containsmetallic wires and an infinite ground plane
without substrate. The similar current distributions of the fine
and the thin-wire coarse models can be observed at 2.45 GHz in
Fig. 11.
The objective function value of the SM optimization process

versus the iteration number is presented in Fig. 12. The IIOSM
algorithm found its best solution at the 6th iteration, while the
IOSM found its best solution at the second iteration. Table IV
summarizes the computational cost of each SM algorithm to
obtain its best solution. The initial and best-solution responses
of the fine and surrogate models are shown in Fig. 13. Initially,
neither the fine model nor the surrogate model responses satisfy
the design specification [Fig. 13(a)]. At the initial point ,

the SM approach aligns the surrogate-model response

Fig. 12. Objective function value versus the iteration number using IIOSM or
IOSM for the arm-folded PIFA.

with the fine-model response by tuning and ; see

(2). The updated surrogate model is optimized to obtain .
These tuning and optimizing procedures are repeated until one
of the termination criteria is satisfied. Good alignment and an
optimal solution can be acquiredwithin several iterations of SM,
as shown in Fig. 13(b) and (c).
The MATLAB and FEKO optimizers have been applied for

DO of the same structure with the same initial design param-
eter. The results are also presented in Table IV for comparison.
Compared with the DO methods, both SM schemes can solve
the problem much more efficiently. Also note that a good so-
lution is already obtained at the first iteration of each SM op-
timization (see Fig. 12). This can be useful for time-sensitive
design tasks.

V. DISCUSSION

An important observation in this study is that the thin-wire
model tends to shift the response of the handset antenna
in the frequency domain [see Figs. 5, 8(a) and 13(a)]. Also, the
optimal solution of the surrogate model may not satisfy the de-
sign specification at the initial step. This is an indication that
the misalignment between the fine model and its corresponding
thin-wire coarse model is significant. Such problems are over-
come mainly by the implementation of implicit SM.
In both validation examples, it can be seen that the objective

function value fluctuates over the iteration numbers (see Figs. 7
and 12). To improve algorithm convergence, the trust-region-
based SM technique [28], [29] can be considered at the cost of
computational overhead. But we obtained good results without
it.
The proposed approach mainly applies to the geometry of the

metal parts of a handset antenna. If the fine model includes other
metal components (e.g., the battery), then the corresponding
thin-wire structure must be included following the guidelines
in Section III. When inhomogeneous materials or high-contrast
materials (e.g., ceramic or ferromagnetic components) are in-
cluded in the fine model, omitting these components may re-
sult in insurmountable misalignment between the fine and sur-
rogate models. In this case, the thin-wire coarse models reach
their limit, and other coarse-model types that could address the
material properties are required.
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Fig. 13. Arm-folded PIFA optimization results. (a) Initial fine and surrogate
responses at the initial points and . The fine and surrogate best-

solution responses obtained at: (b) the 6th iteration of IIOSM, and (c) the
second iteration of IIOSM.

Since the proposed thin-wire model captures the phys-
ical characteristic (current distribution) of the fine model, in
principle, the radiation pattern can be also optimized by our
approach. The radiation patterns, however, are rarely an opti-
mization objective in the design of handset antennas because
these antennas are relatively small and feature fairly isotropic
radiation. Additional tests have also been performed to study
the radiation efficiencies of the coarse and fine models of each
example in Section IV. In both cases, similar responses are ob-
served between the fine and the thin-wire coarse models. Thus,

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH AND

DIRECT OPTIMIZATION (DO) IN THE ARM-FOLDED PIFA EXAMPLE

we expect that the proposed technique would work if the opti-
mization objective includes radiation efficiency. On the other
hand, if the loss of power is mainly caused by lossy substrate
materials or other nonmetal components, our thin-wire model
may not provide a good coarse model for radiation-efficiency
optimization.

VI. CONCLUSION

A space-mapping-based modeling and design technique is
proposed for handset antennas. This approach exploits fast thin-
wire coarse models solved by the MoM. The guidelines for con-
structing a suitable thin-wire coarse model are given in detail.
Our proposed SM schemes take full advantage of the thin-wire
coarse models. The efficiency of our approach is demonstrated
through two validation examples, where an internal dual-band
patch antenna and an arm-folded PIFA are optimized. The re-
sults confirm that fast and accurate designs can be achieved by
the proposed approach. The time savings compared to direct
EM-based optimization are significant.
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